This survey presents an overview to various types of continuity of curves and surfaces, in particular parametric (C n ), visual or geometric (V n , G n ), Frenet frame (F n ), and tangent surface continuity (T n ), and discusses the relation with curve and surface modeling, visibility of (dis)continuities, and graphics rendering algorithms. It is the purpose of this paper to provide an overview of types of continuity, and to put many terms and de nitions on a common footing in order to give an understanding of the subject.
Introduction
Many researchers in the wide eld of graphics occasionally encounter applications where aspects of continuity of curves and surface are important. However, many papers on these topics use di erent terms and techniques, or are focussed on a single aspect. This holds even for general textbooks about curves and surfaces for computer graphics and computer aided geometric design 8, 32] , and for survey and tutorial type articles 6, 7, 14, 40, 46] . This confusion of terminology, obscures the relation between the di erent methods that describe continuity.
In this paper we explain many notions of continuity (parametric, geometric, visual, -, Frenet frame, tangent surface), and much of the terminology and fundamental notions involved (for example n-jet, generalised curvature, Dupin indicatrix). I brie y discuss the relation between types of continuity and types of splines, such as -, -, -, -splines, as well as Catmull-Rom spline curve and tensor product surface constructions. I further relate the notions of continuity to illumination models and shading algorithms for computer graphics rendering, with visual aspects of continuity.
Although the emphasis of this paper is on breadth rather than depth, many specialized details are given when that is necessary to develop de nitions of continuity etc. However, all proofs of theorems are omitted; the reader is referred to the appropriate research papers instead.
The rest of this paper has the following structure: Section 2 is about continuity of curves and Section 3 about surfaces. Section 4 discusses applications in the eld of curve and surface modeling and Section 5 mentions the implications of continuity for shaded rendering. Remark 1 The remarks can be skipped without a ecting the understanding of the material. All following remarks only provide additional terminology related to concepts introduced in the rest of the text.
2 Continuity of curves
Fundamentals
An arbitrary curve c is a topologically one-dimensional object, in an embedding space of arbitrary dimension larger than one.
A functional curve is a scalar function c : IR ! IR. A parametric curve is a vector-valued function c : IR ! IR d , each coordinate component being a function of the parameter: c(t) = (c 1 (t); : : : ; c d (t)) T , t min t t max , for a d-dimensional curve. Parametric curves are often used because of their independence of a particular coordinate frame. In the rest of the paper we deal only with parametric curves.
A rational curve c : IR ! IR d has rational components: c(t) = (f 1 (t)=g(t); : : : ; f d (t)=g(t)) T . Note that arbitrary rational components can always be rewritten so as to have a common denominator, as in the given formulation. The homogeneous curve C : IR ! IR d+1 associated with the rational, or projected, curve is C(t) = (f 1 (t); : : :; f d (t); g(t)) T . In the following, all curves can also be homogeneous curves, but a rational curve is always denoted explicitly.
One particular type of parametric curve is the polynomial curve: c(t) = a 0 + a 1 t + a 2 t 2 + : : : + a k t k (1) for some integer k > 0, the degree of the polynomial curve. The coe cients a i are vectors whose components are the coe cients for each coordinate. The number of coe cient vectors, k + 1, is the order of the polynomial. Polynomial curves are often used because they are easy to handle, for example for evaluation and determination of derivatives. Definition 1 (Support) The support of a (basis) function is the closure of the set of parameter values for which it is non-zero. A function has local support if its support is nite.
In Equation (1) 
The derivative of a curve is a vector, the derivatives are taken component-wise. The n-th derivative of a curve c(t) is denoted c (n) (t). To avoid potential problems with the parameterization of the curve, we assume in the rest of the paper that the ( rst) derivative vector of all curves is not equal to the null-vector: c (1) (t) 6 = 0. Such a curve and its parameterization are called regular.
A piecewise polynomial curve is de ned segment by segment. The parameter range is then partitioned into subranges: t min = t 0 t 1 : : :t m = t max , where t i are xed parameter values. The curve is de ned for each subrange: s(t) = s i (t), for t i?1 t < t i . We are usually interested in positionally continuous piecewise curves: lim t"ti s i (t) = s i+1 (t i ); as in Figure 1 , but that is not always necessary. Here k k denotes the Euclidean norm or length. Although the arc-length is an important concept it is used primarily for theoretical purposes, e.g. to develop continuity conditions. The word spline is an East Anglian dialect word, denoting a metal or wooden strip, bent around pins to form a pleasing shape. It was observed that under gentle bending the shape corresponds to a piecewise cubic polynomial function having continuous rst and second derivatives. In the context of mathematical curves a spline can be of any degree. The theory of splines originates from approximation theory. Spline approximation in its present form rst appeared in a paper by Schoenberg 72] , who developed methods for the smooth approximation of empirical tables. In approximation theory a spline of order n+1 is generally de ned as a piecewise polynomial of degree n that is everywhere C n?1 -continuous (see Section 2.2 for C n -continuity). In geometric modeling it is sometimes desired to model discontinuities on purpose, so that the continuity requirement in the de nition is left out: Definition 4 (Spline) A spline function is a piecewise polynomial function, a spline curve a curve whose components are spline functions.
One particular spline function is the B-spline (basic spline), so called because translates of this function form a basis for the space of spline functions. B-splines were probably already known to Hermite, and certainly to Peano early this century 73] but were introduced in geometric modeling by Riesenfeld 68] and have become a popular device for curve and surface design. An easy introduction to B-spline curves and surfaces is given by Bartels et al. 8] We are interested in the continuity of spline curves segments r(u), u min u u max and s(v), v min v v max , at points s(v 0 ) and r(u 0 ) on the curves, in particular at the endpoints r(u max ) and s(v min ) where they are supposed to connect. An important device for the algebraic aspects of continuity is the connection matrix 37] which describes how two segments are connected. I de ne the connection matrix in terms of the n-jet: One can also specify an n-jet ( 0 ; : : :; n ) without giving the original function.
Definition 6 (Connection matrix) The matrix M = (M ij ), i; j = 0; : : : ; n is a connection matrix for r(u) and s(v) and xed parameter values u 0 and v 0 , if and only if D n (s)(v 0 ) = MD n (r)(u 0 ). Note that M applies to all the components of the curve.
Parametric continuity
Parametric continuity is the classical notion of continuity in analysis: if a function is n times continuously di erentiable, or more exactly, the derivatives exist and are continuous, then the function is n-th order parametric continuous. In our context we get:
Definition 7 (Parametric continuity) Curves r(u) and s(v) are n-th order parametric continuous, n 0, at u 0 and v 0 if and only if D n (s)(v 0 ) = D n (r)(u 0 ). Parametric continuity of order n is denoted C n . Positional discontinuity is denoted C ?1 ; C 0 -continuity amounts to positional continuity. A one-segment polynomial curve of arbitrary degree, see Equation (1), is C 1 .
If two homogeneous curves in IR d+1 are C n , then so are the projected rational curves in IR d , provided that the denominaters are non-zero. Therefore, C n -continuity is said to be projectively invariant. However, the C n -continuity of the homogeneous curves is not necessary for the rational curves to be C n . The necessary and su cient conditions are as follows 48]. Two curve segments need not have the same derivative vector at their joint in order to have the same tangent line, as illustrated in Figure 2 . Similarly, they need not be C 2 in order to have the same normal curvature (de ned in Section 2.4). A crucial observation here is that derivatives depend on the parameterization while the tangent line and curvature depend on the shape of the spline and are independent of parameterization, i.e. they are intrinsic.
In order to base the notion of continuity on intrinsic aspects of the curve, we can follow two approaches: take a closer look at the e ects of parameterizations (algebraic approach, next subsection) or take the intrinsic notions like tangent and curvature as a starting point (di erential geometry approach, Section 2.4). 
Geometric continuity
Since parametric continuity depends on the parameterization, one possibility for an intrinsic notion of continuity is to avoid any dependency on a speci c parameterization. This leads to a de nition of continuity called geometric, or visual continuity: Definition 8 (Geometric continuity) Curves r(u) and s(v) are n-th order geometric continuous at u 0 and v 0 , if and only if there exists a reparameterization u = u(ũ) such thatr(ũ) = r(u(ũ)) and s(v) are C n at s(v 0 ). Geometric continuity of order n is denoted G n or GC n , visual continuity V C n or V n .
The term geometric continuity was rst used by Barsky 5] , the term visual continuity by Farin 28] . However, the concepts of geometric continuity were already exploited in for example 34] .
De nition 8 is impractical for applications, since it is non-constructive. By contrast, the chain and product rule of di erentiation show thatr . . . where 1 > 0 is required to let the tangent vectors have the same direction, in which case the curves are said to have the same orientation. Of course 1 = 1 and i = 0, i > 1, amounts to C n -continuity. Equation (5a) amounts to positional continuity, Equation (5b) means that the derivative vectors di er only a scalar factor, and (5c) prescribes a dependency as depicted in Figure 3 .
The parameters i are called shape-handles because they can be used to model the shape of the curve. In particular, 1 is called bias and 2 tension, because of their speci c shape changing e ect. One particular spline that satis es the -constraints is the -spline 3, 4], a geometrically continuous analogue of the B-spline, see also Section 4.1. (1) r r(u) (1) (2) r (2) s s Figure 3 : Relation between derivative vectors for geometric continuity.
s(v)
Equations (5) can be put in a matrix notation: So, an alternative de nition of geometric continuity is the following: v 0 ) ). G n -continuity is projectively invariant. Moreover, the reparameterization matrix is also projectively invariant. So, if two homogeneous curves in IR d+1 are G n , the projected rational curves in IR d are G n with the same reparameterization matrix 37]. However, the G n -continuity of the homogeneous curves is not necessary for the rational curves to be G n . The necessary and su cient conditions are as follows 48].
Theorem 4 (Rational geometric continuity) Let r(u) and s(v) be two homogeneous curves in IR d+1 . The associated rational curves R(u) and S(v) in IR d are G n at u 0 and v 0 if and only if the denominator of the rationals are non-zero and there exist a reparameterization matrix M n ( ) and an n-jet ( 0 ; : : :
where matrix A n is de ned in terms of i by Equation (4).
Frenet frame continuity
This subsection takes a di erential geometry approach to continuity. All concepts from di erential geometry that are used here can be found in the text book on this subject by do Carmo 22] . The direction of the tangent line is determined by the tangent vector, the normalized derivative vector s (1) (v)=ks (1) (v)k which has unit length. Two curves need not have the same derivative vector in order to have the same tangent vector, as was illustrated in Figure 2 . There is a particular parameterization that gives a unit length derivative vector at every point, so that the derivative and tangent vector are equal: the arc-length parameterization.
Let s(w) be an arc-length parameterized curve. The tangent vector t 1 is now t 1 (w) = s (1) (w);
The normal curvature vector is de ned as t 2 (w) = t Remark 5 The Frenet frame is also called Frenet-Serret or Serret-Frenet frame, and in 3D also Frenet trihedron. The moving Frenet frame as a function of w uniquely de nes the shape of the curve. So when the tangent, curvature and torsion vectors of a curve in 3D are given, we are able to draw the curve, see also Koenderink 53] .
Note that the curve must be arc-length parameterized in the above de nition but the generalized curvature vectors and curvature scalars are intrinsic properties of the curve. That is, independent of the actual parameterization any curve possesses an arc length parameterization and corresponding generalized curvatures, so that we can speak of a Frenet frame of an arbitrarily parameterized curve.
Frenet frame continuity of a curve in IR d can be de ned as the continuity of the Frenet frame (t 1 Strictly speaking, in`Frenet frame continuity' it is not the d-dimensional Frenet frame, but the n generalized curvatures that must be continuous. Frenet frame continuity of order n, n > 0is denoted F n . F where N n = (n ij ) is a lower triangular matrix with n i0 = i0 , n 11 > 0, and n ii = n i 11 .
Thus the diagonal of N n is the same as that for M n ( ), see Equation (7), but the n(n?1)=2 nonzero subdiagonal entries are entirely arbitrary. N is called the Frenet frame connection matrix. It is immediately clear that Frenet frame continuity is a weaker restriction than geometric continuity.
If we relax the condition n ii = n i 11 and permit arbitrary non-zero values along the diagonal, we get continuity of the rst n osculating linear spaces. By relaxing the condition that N n is lower triangular, we get even weaker forms of continuity 26].
F n -continuity is projectively invariant. However, the Frenet frame connection matrix is not projectively invariant. So, if two homogeneous curves in IR d+1 are F n , the projected rational curves in IR d are F n but generally with another Frenet frame connection matrix 13, 37] . However, the F n -continuity of the homogeneous curves is not necessary for the rational curves to be F n . The necessary and su cient conditions are as follows 48]. 2.5 Comparing G n and F n G n -and F n -continuity agree for n = 1 and n = 2, but do not agree for n > 2. For n 3, F ncontinuity does not insure C n -continuity of the corresponding arc-length parameterized curves. F n is more general than G n -continuity, that is, there are curves that are Frenet frame continuous, but do not satisfy the -constraints, and so do not possess a regular C n parameterization.
Frenet frame continuity discriminates only d + 2 classes but geometric continuity distinguishes between an in nite number of classes: G n , n = ?1; 0; 1; : : :. Two planar curves in 3-space (which have zero torsion), can meet with F 3 -continuity, while their derivatives of normal curvature 0 1 (w) are not equal.
Because G n and F n agree for n = 1 and n = 2, the terms geometric, visual and Frenet frame continuity are not used in a consistent way in the literature. The way we have used them until now is mostly used in the computer graphics community. However, sometimes geometric continuity refers to Frenet frame continuity, and visual continuity to the -constraints 64]. Sometimes geometric continuity is used in a broad sense to mean both`arc length GC' and`Frenet frame GC ' 40 ]. An even more general notion of geometric geometry is the existence of an arbitrary connection matrix 37], while phrases like`GC in the sense of reparameterization' and`Frenet frame GC' are used to be speci c. Adding to the confusion, the term`geometric spline' is used for a G 2 spline speci cally. The meaning of` -continuity ' 36] and`algebraic continuity ' 12] should be clear; it is also called contact of order n' especially by German authors 34, 14, 64].
Tangent surface continuity
This subsection is about the classi cation of Frenet frame continuous curves into projectively invariant classes, developed by Pottmann 64] . It is based on geometric continuity of so-called ruled tangent surfaces, so that notions of continuity of surfaces, treated in Section 3, are used.
Ruled tangent surfaces are special ruled surfaces. A ruled surface in 3-space is de ned as r(v; w) = (1 ? w)s 1 (v) + ws 2 (v):
The curves s 1 and s 2 are joined by a family of straight lines called rulings performing a linear interpolation between s 1 and s 2 . Projective transformations map the k-tangent surface of a homogeneous curve s(v) onto the k-tangent surface of the corresponding rational curve S(v). Since G 2 is projectively invariant, it is clear from Theorem 7 that F n is also projectively invariant, something that we already know from Section 2.4.
By Theorem 7, F n -continuity is a classi cation based on k-tangent surfaces and G 2 -continuity. This classi cation can be generalized as follows:
Definition 11 (Tangent surface continuity characteristic) Curves r and s possess tangent surface continuity characteristic (0; n 0 )(1; n 1 ) : : :(k; n k )] at u 0 and v 0 if and only if the itangent surfaces t i (r) and t i (s) are G ni for i = 0; : : :; k, at u 0 and v 0 .
The continuity constraints on a k-tangent surfaces only make sense if d k+2. In particular in IR 3 we have only characteristics of the form (0; n 0 )(1; n 1 )], where the highest dimensional tangent surface involved is the 1-tangent surface, illustrated in Figure 5 .
The tangent surface continuity characteristic is projectively invariant for the same reason as F n is projectively invariant. By Theorem 7, F n -continuity corresponds to the characteristic (0; 2)(1; 2) : : :(n ? 2; 2)]. Definition 12 (Tangent surface continuity) A curve with characteristic (0; n ? 2)(1; n ? 1)(2; n ? 2) : : :(n; 0)] is called n-th order tangent surface continuous.
Tangent surface continuity is denoted T n or TC n .
The tangent surface continuity characteristic of a curve is not unique. By de nition of the tangent surface, G 0 -continuity of the (k+1)-tangent surface implies G 1 -continuity of the k-tangent surface. So, T n requires characteristic (0; n ? 2)(1; n ? 1)(2; n ? 2) : : :(n; 0)] and this is equivalent to (0; n ? 2)(1; n ? 1)(2; n ? 2) : : :(n ? 1; 1)].
Like G n and F n , T n -continuity can be expressed with a connection matrix. The following theorem provides the parameters that appear in the matrix: 
Since the tangent surface continuity characteristic is projectively invariant, T n -continuity is also projectively invariant. Therefore, if two homogeneous curves are T n -continuous, the corresponding rational curves are also T n -continuous. However, a result analogous to Theorem 6 that would state the exact conditions on two homogeneous curves to let the rational curves be T n has not been derived. A piecewise polynomial surface s(v; w) is de ned patch by patch. The parameter domain is then partitioned into sub-domains, which can be transformed so as to provide local parameters for each patch. A spline surface is a piecewise polynomial surface.
The ith partial derivative with respect to v and the jth with respect to w is denoted s The surfaces are C n along a common curve if they are C n at each point on that curve. C ?1 denotes positional discontinuity.
Note that two surfaces need not have the same rst order partial derivatives in order to have the same tangent plane. As with curves the derivatives depend on the parameterization while the tangent plane does not. Moreover, on closed surfaces singularities occur where the derivative of the surface is not de ned. As an example see Figure 7 , showing a closed piecewise triangular surface s, together with a global parameterization and a partial local parameterization. Corresponding points in the parameter domain and the surface are indicated; the global domain is`folded' so as to not properly de ned, while the tangent plane may still be coincident at common patch boundaries.
As for curves, C n -continuity of surfaces is projectively invariant, but C n -continuity of the homogeneous surface is not necessary for C n -continuity of the corresponding rational surface. However, a result analogous to Theorem 1 has not been derived for surfaces.
Again we can take an algebraic and a di erential geometry approach in order to base the notion of continuity on intrinsic aspects of the surface.
Geometric continuity
Analogous to curves, geometric continuity can be de ned as follows 20]:
Definition 15 (Geometric continuity) Two surfaces r(t; u) and s(v; w) are G n -continuous at (t 0 ; u 0 ) and (v 0 ; w 0 ) if and only if there exist a reparameterization t = t(t;ũ), and u = u(t;ũ), such thatr(t;ũ) = r(t(t;ũ); u(t;ũ)) and s(v; w) are C n -continuous at r(t 0 ; u 0 ) and s(v 0 ; w 0 ). Note that the reparameterization may be di erent at another point s(v 1 ; w 1 ), otherwise we would again run into trouble with closed surfaces.
Since this de nition is non-constructive, we apply the bivariate chain and product rule to the reparameterization, and observe thatr (k;l) (t;ũ) can be written in terms of @ i+j r(t; u)=@t i @u j , @ i+j t(t;ũ)=@t i @ũ j , and @ i+j u(t;ũ)=@t i @ũ j , i + j = k + l, and i + j = 1; : : : ; n. For example @r @t = @r @t @t @t + @r @u @u @t :
Letting t i;j denote @ i+j t=@ it @ jũ at (t 0 ;ũ 0 ), and u i;j the analogue for u(t;ũ), we get theconstraints for surfaces: respectively. Note that for continuity along a whole curve these equations must hold for all points along the curve but that the -s need not be constant. This set of equations is not put into matrix form in a straightforward manner. The -s provide n(n + 3) shape handles for G n -continuity. Of course if t 1;0 = u 0;1 = 1 and t i;j = u j;i = 0, i 6 = 1 and j 6 = 0 amounts to parametric continuity.
The reparameterization approach is easily extended to k-variate surfaces in IR d , d > k. Geometric continuity of k-dimensional surfaces is applied in Section 2.6 to k-tangent surfaces.
As for curves, G n -continuity of surfaces is preserved under arbitrary C n di eomorphisms 64] (C n mappings that have a C n inverse), particularly under projective transformations. However, a result analogous to Theorem 4 that would state the exact conditions on a homogeneous surface so as to let the rational surface be G n has not been derived.
Di erential geometry approach
Just as we considered the tangent line of a curve we now consider the tangent plane of a surface.
The tangent plane at s(v 0 ; w 0 ) is spanned by the vectors s Arc length doesn't apply to a surface as a whole, but of course it does apply to curves on the surface. A normalized parameterization similar to arc length parametrization for curves, is based on the notion of a line of curvature:
Definition 17 (Line of curvature) A line of curvature on a surface is a regular curve such that at all points on the curve the tangent vector has a principal direction. The following surface parameterization is of interest: lines of constant parameter value are lines of curvature and are arc length parameterized. If two surfaces are parameterized in that way, and they are C n (n = 1; 2), then they are also G n . The reverse is only conjectured 76]:
Conjecture 1 Two surfaces r(t; u) and s(v; w) are G n -continuous, n = 1; 2, at (t 0 ; u 0 ) and (v 0 ; w 0 ) if the corresponding surfacesr(t;ũ) ands(ṽ;w) whose lines of constant parameter value are lines of curvature that are arc length parameterized, satisfy @ nr =@t n = @ ns =@ṽ n and @ nr =@ũ n = @ ns =@w n , n = 1; 2, at (t 0 ;ũ 0 ) and (ṽ 0 ;w 0 ). Note that for n = 2 the condition on the derivatives does not amount to C 2 -continuity, since the mixed partial derivatives @ 2r =@t@ũ and @ 2s =@ṽ@w need not agree. For order higher than two there seems to be no notion of continuity based of di erential geometry.
A particular but frequently used parameterization is that two patches r and s agree along a constant value of one parameter, for example r(t 0 ; u) = s(v; w 0 ). The patches have coincident tangent planes at every point of their common curve if the three vectors s (t 0 ; u 0 ); (18) where of course u 0 and w 0 are such that r(t 0 ; u 0 ) = s(v 0 ; w 0 ), and (u) does not vanish. Indeed, along the common curve r(t 0 ; u) = s(v; w), the -s in Equation (15b) depend only on u, so that Equation (15b) reduces to Equation (18) . For a smooth transition from one surface into the other, it is required that (u) < 0, otherwise a sharp edge results. An alternative formulation to Equation (18) ; (19) where " and are, like and , functions of u. Compare Equations (19) 
Ruled tangent surface continuity
For curves we used k-dimensional osculating linear spaces as the rulings that are swept along a curve so as to generate a k + 1-dimensional ruled tangent surface. For surfaces, we can use kdimensional osculating linear spaces as rulings that are swept along the surface so as to form a k + 2-dimensional ruled tangent surface which we can subject to continuity constraints. However, in 3-space and 4-space any k + 2-tangent surface is trivially continuous. This is similar to planar curves, whose k + 1-tangent surfaces are also trivially continuous.
Geometric continuity, which is based on reparameterization, is properly de ned in all these cases.
Modeling
Curve and surface design is typically done in a piecewise way. After all the segments have been de ned, they must be properly put together to construct a`smooth' curve or surface.
If a curve is C k then it is also G k , but the reverse is not true. However, G k curves are not less smooth than C k ones. A G k curve can be reparameterized without altering its shape so that it will be C k . Thus geometric continuity is a relaxation of parameterization but not of smoothness. This relaxation results in several degrees of freedom, for example the -parameters. Such parameters are called shape parameters or shape handles. They can be used to modify the shape without destroying the imposed continuity conditions. These shape handles have proved to be useful in interactive design of curves and surfaces.
Curve modeling
A particular G 2 (curvature continuous) cubic spline is the -spline, introduced in 1974 by Nielson 59] . The -spline is expressed in a global parameter v min v v max , with respect to which it is C 1 , and interpolates given data points at the knots. Considering two segments r(v), v i?1 v v i and s(v), v i v v i+1 , the -spline satis es s(v i ) = r(v i ); (20a) s (1) (v i ) = r (1) (v i ); (20b) s (2) (v i ) = r (2) (v i ) + i r (1) (v i ): (20c) The breakpoints (20a) are prescribed. The tangent vectors (20b) are uniquely determined by the interpolation requirement. The i are constant shape parameters, a ecting how tight the spline runs through the breakpoints; they are therefore called tension parameters. These shape parameters can be used to alter the shape of the curve.
The -spline is a G 2 (curvature continuous) cubic spline in a special formulation involving control points of both the B-spline and the B ezier curve representation at the same time, developed by B ohm 11]. Like the -spline, the -spline is expressed in a global parameter v min v v max , with respect to which it is C The resulting spline is the -spline. Note that the -spline is only one particular spline among all splines satisfying Equation (5). In the formulation of the -spline, the 2;i are equivalent to i . Setting all 1;i = 1 and 2;i = 2 yields the -spline as originally introduced by Barsky 3, 4] .
The -spline is a quintic F where r i (v) are curves with the same control points; they have in general di erent local supports and interpolate the control points that correspond to their supports. The blending functions B i do not only weight the control points but the entire curves.
When r i and B i are parametrically continuous, s is also parametrically continuous. Moreover, when r i and B i are all G n for the same set of -values ( 0 ; 1 ; : : : ; n ), s is also G n with these -values. However, if r i and B i are all F n for the same connection matrix N from Equation (5), the Catmul-Rom spline need not be F n for the same connection matrix. Whether s is Frenet frame continuous for another connection matrix is still an open problem 36].
Tensor product patches
A function f on IR compare to Equation (2) . For a constant v 0 , s(v 0 ; w) is a curve on the surface depending on w only; a constant value for w gives a curve in v. Tensor product surfaces are frequently used because of their simplicity: many operations such as subdivision or derivation result from the corresponding univariate operations in a straightforward manner. The projection of a tensor product surface is often written in the following form:
; (23) where each a i;j is still a vector but the w i;j are scalar weight factors. It is a common misconception to call the surface of Equation (23) itself a tensor product 31]. In the following we discuss only tensor product surfaces (Equation (22) When s 1 (v) and s 2 (w) are splines of multiple segments, we get a rectangular grid or mesh of patches, see Figure 9 . When the curves are single segments, the tensor product is a single patch. The patches can be independently parameterized, and can placed in an arbitrary mosaic. Then the number of patches meeting at the corners of each patch is not restricted to four, as in the case of a rectangular mesh.
A rectangular mesh is not suitable for modeling all shapes. For example a sphere-like object can be covered by six rectangular patches but cannot be covered with a rectangular mesh of patches without degenerate patches. Degenerate rectangular patches have an edge of zero length, collapsing to a point. At that point the surface normal is not de ned which causes problems to many standard intersection and shading algorithms. In shapes where n-sided patches naturally arise (n 6 = 4) they can be modeled by n rectangular patches meeting at a common point, see Figure 10 for an example with a triangular patch, the`suitcase corner', and a pentagonal patch.
So, for a modeling system based on rectangular patches to be general it must be able to handle an arbitrary mosaic of patches, allowing n patches the meet at a corner. For G 1 -continuity around such a corner, all adjacent patches must satisfy Equation (18) . For particular types of surfaces this poses constraints on its de nition, for example on the control points in Equation (22) .
In order to nd constraints on certain control points we can di erentiate Equation (18) If we have n patches at a corner numbered as in Figure 11 , and evaluate Equation (24) Recall that the i are negative, so that the determinant is positive if n is odd. The matrix is singular if n is even and Q ? i = 1. In that case Equation (25) cannot be used to derive constraints on control points or other terms in the patch de nition. It does not mean that Equation (25) is necessarily inconsistent, since the equations can as well be dependent, allowing in nitely many solutions.
Triangular patches provide an alternative to the ubiquitous tensor product schemes. Especially B ezier triangles 29], interpolating prescribed vertices, have gained much attention. Transnite triangular schemes, interpolating prescribed boundaries, have also been developed for G 
Visual aspects of continuity
Rendering of curves and surfaces is usually limited to curves in the plane or 3-space and surfaces in 3-space, although higher dimensional applications such as scienti c visualization 44] and multivariate analysis 1] for which higher order continuity apply are becoming important. Manning 58] described geometric continuity conditions for curves with application to insole shape design. G discontinuity in the curvature can be detected by a practised eye, but it seems that a discontinuity in the torsion is not visible.
The visual aspects of surfaces are much more complicated, since these depend on the surface contour, texture, contrast, and illumination, see also Koenderink 53] . In this paper I survey some aspects of illumination. First, the two following subsections treat simple concepts of illumination models and shading algorithms. Then they are related to surface continuity in Section 5.3. Much more about illumination models and shading algorithms can be found in the text books by Glassner 35] and Hall 43] .
Illumination models
Many illumination models that are used in computer graphics for the rendering of surfaces depend on the surface normal N(v 0 ; w 0 ) de ned by Equation (16) . Local illumination models describe how an imaginary ray of light from a point light source in the direction L with intensity I light is scattered from an idealized surface. Di use re ection scatters light in all directions with equal intensity, which is proportional to the cosine of the angle between N and L, see Figure 12 model for the specular re ection of glossy surfaces described by Phong 62] assumes that maximum specular re ection occurs when the angle between R and the eye vector E is zero, and falls o sharply as increases. This fallo is modeled by cos n where n is the specular re ection exponent depending on the surface material. Phong combines the di use and specular re ection giving
where k s is the fraction of specular light re ected which depends on the surface material and is mostly kept constant, and the vectors are normalized. Note that R varies along the surface. E also varies, except when the eye is at in nity.
The empirical model described by Phong has been improved and enhanced in several ways, so that local re ection models produce realistic looking objects. However, inter-object illumination e ects such as one object casting a shadow on another or re ecting light towards another cannot be captured by only a ray of light and a single surface. These global e ects require other algorithms. In 1980, Whitted 77] introduced an improved illumination model that captures di use and specular re ection as well as transmission through transparent objects, and inter-object illumination by specular re ection. Another new algorithm, radiosity, was introduced in computer graphics in 1984 by Goral et al. 38] , to model the energy balance for perfectly di use surfaces. Radiosity gives softer shadowing and inter-object illumination by di use re ection.
However, in relation to surface continuity the prime test case is the re ection of a linear source of light. Specular re ection of a linear light source gives a re ection curve on the surface. Re ection curves are used in for example car industry to test surface smoothness 51]. In Section 5.3 is shown why re ection curves are interesting.
Linear light sources can be modeled as follows:
where the integral is taken over the length of the linear light, and the intensity I light is assumed to be constant along the line.
Shading algorithms
A polygonal C 0 surface has a constant normal at each facet so that di use re ection is constant if the light source is at in nity. Rendering a polygonal surface in this way is called at or constant shading.
Any G k , k 1 surface can be rendered by calculating the normal at every point on the surface for use in any illumination model, but this is computationally expensive. The surface is often approximated by a polygonal C 0 surface obtained by adaptive subdivision of patches into several patches that together have the same shape as the parent patch, until the polygonal approximation of the patch is within a certain error bound from the real surface. More general shading algorithms can handle patches bounded by curved segments 54]. The approximating surface can be displayed by at shading but this gives clear intensity discontinuities.
The surface can also be rendered by interpolation algorithms. The Gouraud shading algorithm requires that the normal is known at each vertex of the polygonal mesh. Vertex intensities can be found by any desired illumination model, but originally Gouraud 39] adopted a Lambertian di use illumination model like Equation (27) . The Gouraud shading algorithm is a scan line method: each polygon is shaded by linear interpolation of vertex intensities along each edge and then between edges along each scan line. Gouraud shading is implemented in hardware or rmware in many graphics workstations.
The Phong shading algorithm is also a scan line method. It interpolates the surface normal, eye, light, and re ection vectors, instead of the light intensity. Again the vectors at the vertices must be known. These vectors are interpolated along the edges and then between edges along each scan line. At each pixel along the scan line the light intensity is calculated using the corresponding vectors and any desired illumination model, but originally Phong 62] adopted a specular illumination model similar to Equation (28) . Phong shading is implemented in many graphics workstation system software.
The illumination model of Whitted 77] asked for a new shading algorithm, called ray tracing. The algorithm traces a ray backwards form the eye through a pixel on the imaginary screen into the object space and towards the light sources. Ray tracing gives better results than Phong shading, but a linear light source is usually modeled by a series of collinear point sources. Many points lights are needed for a good approximation. Alternatively, a linear light can be modeled as an area in order to apply the radiosity approach. However, radiosity models perfectly di use surfaces. Specular re ection (what we are interested in) is thus not considered.
Using a linear light source model (Equation (29)) in a scan line method requires the evaluation of the integral at each pixel along a scan line. Recently Poulin and Amanatides 65] have shown that the di use integral term of Equation (29) can be solved analytically, and they approximate the specular integral term by Chebyshev polynomials.
Visibility of surface discontinuity
Flat shading of a C 0 polygonal surface gives clear color intensitiy discontinuities, which is correct. Gouraud and Phong shading use a polygonal surface as an approximation of a smooth surface, and try to give and impression of smoothness by a continuously varying color intensity. However, when the intensity changes continuously between two surface patches, but the derivative of the intensity does not, one perceives the well known Mach bands, discovered by Mach in 1865 66, 67] . The Mach band e ect is the perception of a darker band on the dark patch and a lighter band on the light patch along the border between the patches. The perception of Mach bands is caused by our visual system that exaggerates intensity changes where the actual intensity or intensity derivative exhibits a discontinuity, see Figure 13 .
So, the Gouraud shading algorithm creates visual artifacts due to the approximation of curved objects by planar facets. Although the intensity changes continuously, Mach bands appear because of the discontinuous derivative of the intensity across the edges, since the interpolation is only linear.
Also when interpolating vectors instead of intensities, as in Phong shading, the computed intensity need not be C 1 -continuous. So Phong shading also su ers from Mach banding, be it much less than Gouraud shading. Both algorithms make another error however: interpolation is performed in image space instead of object space. This is more serious for Phong shading since the specular highlights are displaced.
Let us see how continuity between surface patches a ects the specular re ection of a linear light source. Given a linear light source LL(t), the shape of the re ection curve LL (t) depends on the shape of the surface. If the surface is G A necessary and su cient condition for a point LL (t) to be a re ection point is (see Figure 15 ): N(t) (E(t) ? L(t)) = 0; (30) where N(t) is the surface normal along the re ection curve, and` ' the dot or scalar product of two vectors. Di erentiating of Equation (30) with respect to t gives N (1) (t) (E(t) ? L(t)) + N(t) (E (1) (t) ? L (1) (t)) = 0: (31) Since the surface is G 1 -continuous, N(t) is continuous, and since we assume that LL (t) is G 1 -continuous, E(t), E (1) (t), L(t), and L (1) (t) are also continuous. Therefore, Equation (31) 
Conclusions
This paper has given an overview of notions of continuity for curves and surfaces: the classical parametric continuity (C n ) and alternative notions of continuity based on reparameterization (G n ) and the di erential geometry approaches based on Frenet frames (F n ) and ruled tangent surfaces (T n ) have been treated. In addition to other surveys, overviews, and tutorials, this paper has given explicit expressions for the -constraints for surfaces in addition to those for curves.
I have shown that derivatives at closed surfaces exhibit singularities for piecewise parameterization in addition to the case for global parameterization, so that parametric continuity is not even properly de ned. More important however, other notions of continuity give more freedom in modeling curves and surfaces, in some cases giving intuitive shape parameters.
Finally I have related geometric continuity to illumination models and shading algorithms, and have shown in particular that a G 1 surface generally gives no G 1 re ection curve, and on the other hand, a G 1 re ection curve implies that the surface is G 2 . Perception of (dis)continuity of a surface depends not only on the surface itself but also on the illumination, in a computer model as well as in real. The term`visual continuity' for what has been de ned as G n -continuity is therefore inappropriate. 
